Inclusive development, shared prosperity, and decent work

PROGRAM

Virtual conference on 7 January 2020, 3:00 p (EST)

Opening video on women and the economy

Welcome by Soon-Young Yoon, International Alliance of Women

Poll I

The Feminist and Women’s Movement Action Plan—Where are we going? Krishanti Dharmaraj,
Ex. Director of the Center for Women’s Global Leadership, Rutgers U and
Melissa Upreti, Senior Director, Program and Global advocacy

Theme presenters inclusive development, shared prosperity, and decent work
Maria Virginia Bras Gomes, Former chair, UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
Radhika Balakrishnan, Professor of Women’s Studies at the Gender Studies program (Rutgers U)
Maria Floro, Professor of economics, American University

Breakout groups: Discussion

Discussion question: What action can you take to have an impact on “inclusive development, shared prosperity and decent work”? [facilitators = Fatemah, Mavic, and Laurent/Kelsey]

Poll II—“Global Unions Statement to CSW64”

Lightening Talks: Breaking down silos (each speaker gives 2 actions that would have cross-cutting impact on this theme; moderated by Soon-Young Yoon

Violence against women- Fatemah Khafagy, Founder Egyptian Feminist Union
Peaceful and inclusive societies – Mavic Cabrera-Balleza, Founder and CEO Women Peacebuilders
Health – Laurent Huber or Kelsey Romeo

**RAFFLE

Update on Beijing + 25 and schedule conferences - Houry Geudelekian, Chair of the NGO CSW/NY and UN Women

Call to Action – Liza Butegwa, young feminist from Uganda

OPEN MIKE – Everyone says good-bye.